Keyboard Supports

Four keyboard platforms. Three mechanisms. For simplicity, durability and ergonomics, KnollExtra® has the right combination of keyboard supports for you. Whether your space is large or small, our keyboard products provide workplace solutions with practicality, versatility and style.
Act I™

Act I features a wrist rest that slides easily from one side of the platform to the other to accommodate left- and right-handed users, and it is removable for easy cleaning. With a 100 percent recycled and recyclable MDF board option, Act I is the environmentally responsible, competitively priced keyboard support.

Gaining an Edge
The slim Act I platform transitions easily from left to right to accommodate all users. The mouse pad features a contoured edge that helps to prevent the mouse from falling off the platform.

Easy Maintenance
Act I’s wrist rest is detachable, making it easy to remove for cleaning or replacement. The sliding wrist rest is ideal for multiple users, and enables use on a flat, smooth surface—an ergonomically healthy position.
Act II™

The most compact of all the Knoll keyboard supports, the light, slim Act II is scaled to fit nearly every worksurface, even tight corners and radius corner configurations, and can accommodate left- and right-handed users.

Secret Hideaway
Compact, slim and adaptable, Act II suits almost any workspace configuration and leaves plenty of legroom. Made of .25”-thick phenolic plastic, Act II is slim enough to allow ample space below it, even when the mouse platform is stored beneath the keyboard support.

Accommodating Style
The swivel mouse platform fits neatly under the keyboard support. This platform, which features a contoured lip to prevent the mouse from falling, comes standard on the right side but can easily be moved to the left, and is also available in a dual-mouse platform version, to accommodate multi-user environments.
Romeo and Juliet™

Romeo and Juliet is an all-in-one keyboard support that meets a broad range of workplace needs. With a unique construction that features a metal underside, durable structural over-mold and an integral wrist rest and a swivel mouse platform, the ergonomic Romeo and Juliet is strong, sturdy and built to last.

Material Comfort

Romeo and Juliet is slim yet strong, provides plenty of knee space and integrates beautifully with the workplace. The sculpted platform and mouse pad provides a surface that is adhesive enough to keep objects from sliding off, yet smooth enough for the mouse.
Prospero™

Solid and sturdy, the Prospero keyboard support is large enough to allow for both a keyboard and a mouse, yet trim enough to slide neatly under the worksurface. A pliant, adhesive and supportive wrist rest adds comfort while you work.

Dual Control
Whether you’re a right- or left-handed user, Prospero makes it easy to use your mouse on either side of the platform by simply sliding your keyboard to the left or right.

In the Loop
The Prospero platform surface features cable management loops on either side to secure the keyboard and mouse cords.
Adjustability, Comfort and Ease

With the proper keyboard support, you can avoid unnecessary wrist, elbow and back strain. In combination with four ergonomic keyboard platforms, KnollExtra also offers three mechanisms that, with varying degrees of intuitive adjustability depending on your needs, foster a natural posture while you work at your computer. Each mechanism slides under the desk and rotates out of your way, and can be used with any of the four keyboard platforms.

Aligned for Comfort and Safety
Proper ergonomic posture keeps your body in a neutral position, with head, neck, back and knees properly aligned. A keyboard support encourages no, or minimal, bend at the wrists.

Double Pivot
When space is limited, a double pivot option can provide maximum adjustability, allowing users to pivot the platform as well as rotate it.

Short Easy Lift
The most economical mechanism, the Short Easy Lift is designed for shallower worksurfaces. It features a variable height adjustment of 4.26” (up 1.06”, down 3.20”) and, like the Easy Lift, a 360° side-to-side pivot and tilt adjustment from 0° to 15°.

Easy Lift
The Easy Lift features a variable height adjustment of 7.04” (up 2.83”, down 4.21”) and a 360° side-to-side pivot. The Easy Lift mechanism facilitates the ergonomic “negative tilt” position for keyboarding, from 0° to 15°.

Sit/Stand
When you require maximum height adjustability, the Sit/Stand mechanism meets the needs for the most comprehensive range of applications, including standing on the job. With a full 5 inches of additional height adjustment, Sit/Stand also features a torsion spring-assist adjustment, a variable height adjustment of 11.57” (up 6.40”, down 5.17”) and tilt adjustment from 0° to 15°.
Keyboard Supports

With the amount of time spent at computers on the rise, a relaxed posture, neutral wrist and arm positions and proper bodily alignment are more important than ever. It’s never too early to get the tools that will provide you with the movement and adjustability you need throughout the day.

L-Shaped Desk
Even in the tightest, most compact workspaces, in such applications as office workstations and call centers, you don’t have to compromise on comfort or safety. The Romeo and Juliet and Act II keyboard supports will fit into most spaces when used with a Sit/Stand with pivot mechanism.

Radius Corner Desk
Depending upon the depth of the radius, all Knoll keyboard supports will fit this configuration. More often than not, however, you will have a small radius in applications such as reception areas and open plan workstations. The compact Act II, which fits into a radius depth of 12 inches or greater, is an excellent choice with the Easy Lift mechanism.

Straight Desk
The most open and nonrestrictive of all the configurations, this worksurface can employ all Knoll keyboard supports, especially Prospero and Act I. In applications such as training centers, trading desks, educational settings and private offices, where the worksurface depth is shallow, the Short Easy Lift mechanism is recommended.

Simple. Purposeful. Ergonomic. With a straightforward, comprehensive range of keyboard supports whose features include ease of use, exceptional height adjustment, tilt adjustment and pivot capability, KnollExtra helps meet your ergonomic and economic needs.